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Buyers’ Guide:

Over 200 New Products,
from Sinks and Tubs to
Faucets and Accessories
dwell.com
For more projects and
extended content, visit
us online.

RISING STAR:
Oki Sato’s High-Design
Bathroom Collection

“We are most interested in space and light and prefer to shower outdoors whenever
possible. We did a study for the skylight above to maximize the amount of direct sunlight
hitting the shower, and the river rock creates the feel of being outside.”
—Resident and designer Jeff Wardell
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Pipé shower and knob
by Marcel Wanders
for Boffi
boffi.com
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Contained Though the real stars of the Wardell-Sagan loft are a
duo of stacked shipping containers (see page 144), the couple’s
open-plan master bathroom is equally bold. The custom vanity was
created by Pat Carson from a massive iroko (an African teak) slab
with shelves made of woven leather below. A pair of industrially
inspired showers by Dutch design star Marcel Wanders completes
the space.

patcarsonstudio.com

Mirrors and counter in
iroko wood; shelving of
woven leather
by Pat Carson
in collaboration
with residents
Sinks and faucets
by Kohler
kohler.com

Modus tile on floor and
shower walls in ebano
by Ceramic Tileworks

Sho wers

Bat h t ubs

ceramictileworks.com

PROJECT:
Wardell-Sagan Residence

Soap dish made from
recessed truck step
by AW Direct
awdirect.com

DESIGNER:
Pat Carson Studio,
Jeff Wardell, and
Lundberg Design
LOCATION:
San Francisco,
California
PUBLISHED:
December/January 2012
PHOTOGRAPHER:
Drew Kelly
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So u rci n g
O u tdoors

Visit our website to see
this innovative apartment
in action.
PROJECT:
Wardell-Sagan Residence
DESIGNERS:
Jeff Wardell, Pat
Carson Studio,
Lundberg Design
LOCATION:
San Francisco,
California

K ids’ Bat h roo m s

PHOTOGRAPHER:
Drew Kelly

Si n ks a n d Va n ities

PUBLISHED:
December/January 2012

Teak and steel sink,
shelving, shower caddy,
mirror, copper shower,
and vanity
by Pat Carson Studio
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dwell.com/contained

Su rfaces

Toi lets a n d Bidets

Contained Two San Francisco art and travel addicts overhauled a
loft—and customized a pair of shipping containers—to accommodate
their collection and reflect their passions. In keeping with the industrial
aesthetic, the guest suite features a bathroom with exposed plumbing,
stripped-down fixtures, and a glass wall that goes from transparent
to opaque at the touch of a button.

blomus.com

Toilet
by Toto
totousa.com

patcarsonstudio.com

Duo Poliert dispenser
by Blomus
Polyvision Privacy glass
by Polytronix, Inc.

Sho wers

polytronix.com

“Source materials from a
local hardwoods supplier
and have an artisan
construct exactly what you
want. But buy the wood
with the builder: Grains and
cuts are very important.”
—Resident and designer Jeff Wardell
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